Better WiFi for Business.
Everywhere.
Maximize your WiFi speeds to every
inch of your business and beyond

Why Orbi Pro
Goodbye wires

Setup is a breeze

Large spaces are

No wiring required thanks

Preconfigured and ready

no problem

to a fast, dedicated

out of the box, use the

Orbi Pro’s got it covered.

wireless connection

Insight app to set up

Extend your WiFi range

between router and

your Business WiFi in

further than before. Add

satellite.

minutes and monitor from

up to 6 satellites to the

anywhere.

Orbi Pro Router.

Business-minded WiFi
All the business features

Grows with your business

you need for fully secure,

Connect additional

blazing fast AC3000 WiFi.

satellites to add more
coverage to your business
WiFi indoors and outdoors.

Why Orbi Pro

Your business is growing,

Goodbye weak signals and dead zones

Keep your company, employees,

your WiFi should too!

Orbi Pro satellites can be placed

and customers connected

Orbi Pro can easily support the WiFi

anywhere near a dead zone and within

The Orbi Pro System comes with 3 pre-

devices of your new employees and

minutes, the new satellite will deliver

defined networks for traffic separation

guests. Get seamless connectivity

reliable tri-band WiFi to those hard to

with different levels of network access.

throughout your business.

reach areas.

The NETGEAR® Orbi Pro AC3000 WiFi

No wires, no more dead zones,

System comes with 3, 4, 5 and 6-pack

no problem.

configurations and all deliver fast WiFi
coverage. Each Orbi Pro Satellite has
4 Gigabit Ethernet Ports for wired
connectivity.

Need more coverage? Orbi Pro’s got it handled.
Extend your WiFi range further than before.
Add up to 6 satellites to the Orbi Pro Router.
Coverage
SRK60B03

SRK60B04

SRK60B05

SRK60B06

7,500 sq ft

10,000 sq ft

12,500 sq ft

15,000 sq ft
SRK60B04 shown

Blazing-fast 3 Gigabit AC WiFi

Separate Guest User Access

Location Flexibility

Wire-free Installation

Reliable and high-

Orbi Pro comes with 3

Orbi Pro can be simply

No need to run

performance AC3000

predefined networks

placed on a tabletop

cables. Power up the

WiFi for up to 15,000 sq ft

with traffic isolation for

or mounted easily to any wall

Orbi Pro Satellite and it will

with optimized simultaneous

network owner/administrator,

or ceiling to fit in any corner of

automatically connect to the

connections for up to 40 users

employees and customers.

your business.

Orbi Pro Router.

(MU-MIMO).

And includes a customizable
guest portal.

